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The Elden Ring is the epic fantasy action RPG that allows players to take on the roles of a class that is a descendant of the legendary heroes of the past. You can battle as a divine hero, orc or demon, and monsters and evil beings. Enjoy the countless adventure that the Lands Between has to offer with
your friends, through extraordinary PVP battles and online multiplayer. Exceeding expectations since it's release, DRAGON QUEST XI S: Echoes of an Elusive Age - Definitive Edition has made history by becoming the fastest-selling new release on the PlayStation 4. With its biggest and most complete
game content yet and updated online features, DRAGON QUEST XI S: Echoes of an Elusive Age - Definitive Edition is an unmissable opportunity for players to enjoy the ultimate fantasy adventure, where anything is possible. PS4™ system Capabilities: - A LARGE game storage capacity, up to 9 GB -

Higher resolution graphics - Improved online features - Added Voice Chat - Supported Language: English, Japanese, French, German, Italian, Spanish, Korean - User-Customizable Interface & HUD - HD graphical texture - Elegant graphical style - Improved gameplay & NPC expressions - Voice: English,
Japanese, Korean - Automatic text translation for non-English - Improved online features - Physical Memory Card Support - Support for 3 users in a room - Gamepad Support - [COSMOS]: The Largest Asteroid - Available Languages: English, Japanese, French, German, Spanish, Italian, Korean About the
Title: Discover the lands of Elodia, a forgotten world of wonder and adventure, and embark on a journey with old friends and new, where every choice you make leads to a different ending. Prepare to meet powerful new friends, fight exciting new enemies, and overcome the Trials of Elodia. *Create
your favorite Dragon Quest journey, discover new worlds and travel with old friends. * Experience the Legends of the Land of Departure and fulfill your destiny together with the members of the Vanitas Familia. *Earn and spend Sen (RPG Currency) to purchase in-game items with exciting features.

*New items made of Time, such as Time Stones and Time Slippers. MEME Interactive, developer of iConnect and iOne is pleased to announce that on the heels of iConnect and iOne's world-wide success, its first digital release is the newly announced

Elden Ring Features Key:
Customize your character by equipping a variety of weapons and armor, and discover an awesome set of skills.

Explore endlessly mysterious wild lands and dungeons.
Obtain the power of magic from items and select a class that suits your character.
Atmospheric scenes in real-time card battles with high-drama battle animations.

Freely combine the classes to engage in thrilling actions!
Discover a new playable character every week with a different class!

Customize your character and enjoy gigantic landscapes and heart-stirring battles without the burden of button inputs.
A vivid card battle experience like no other. Perform actions with your own cards, and also take part in the epic action by joining other players’ decks.

Elden Ring Links:

Product page: >
Announcement page: >
Official website: >
Twitter: >

Elden Ring special conditions:

First of all, there are limitations on game content due to the region restrictions on PC Game Japan Update (included as a sample game only).

The number of available items and the number of playable cards are different from the game.
Combat progression in multiplayer games is different from the standard story progression.
The maximum level of the character of each kind is different, and you cannot gather items or switch your character class until the maximum level is reached.
The number of character classes is limited to six (in fact there are nine, but they can not be used).
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